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world's history had been connected with that route.
Cyrus of Persia and Alexander of Macedon and half the
world's conquerors have marched along it. In the
hands of a Great Power it always has been, and it is to-day,
the key to the Middle East, threatening Egypt, Arabia,
Irak, and even the Indies. The Germans had got that
control and the power to use it, and this was one of
the potent factors that led to the Entente and the World
War.
To the right of the hospital was a courtyard, and
there the recruits awaiting medical inspection and the
men discharged from hospital assembled each day. A
sergeant dealt out a loaf of bread all round and grouped
the men into parties of eight. From each group he
selected a man, issued a tin bowl to him, fell them in
and marched them off. They came back singly with the
bowl full of soup. As soon as they arrived at their
own group each man produced a wooden spoon, sat
down on his heels and all set to work to ladle up as much
as they could. On this ration twice a day in prosperous
times, and some two shillings a month in pay, the Turkish
soldier marched and fought, wearing the same clothes
summer and winter without change till they fell to pieces ;
and he complained but little.
Sometimes a recruit failed to get his share of the soup.
I watched him with uplifted spoon protest to the sergeant,
who was a little squat fellow with a square face like a
disgruntled bull-dog. He and the recruit would advance
on each other with arms uplifted, calling on Allah in
many wonderful ways. Face to face they would exhibit
such a wealth of gesture and language that it seemed to

